Introduction {#Sec1}
============

Nowadays people are troubled by the information overload problem caused by the explosively growing online contents. Recommendation system, which aims at addressing this problem by providing personalized items to each user, has become an indispensable element of many web applications. Recently, top-N recommendation based on implicit feedback has attracted much research interest since implicit feedback is much more abundant and easier to collect in practice \[[@CR10]\]. Among the various recommendation methods, collaborative filtering (CF) stands out to show good performance, with the assumption that similar users tend to share similar preferences \[[@CR11], [@CR17]\]. However, the performance of CF models are often hindered by the data sparsity and cold-start issues \[[@CR3]\].

With the prevalence of the online social platforms, social recommendation has emerged as a promising solution to address the above two issues. It assumes that people tend to spread their interests to their social connections and focuses on combing social information with user-item interactions for better item recommendations \[[@CR19]\]. In conventional social recommenders \[[@CR8], [@CR12]\], social relations are typically modeled as an ensemble term or a regularization based on the matrix factorization (MF). There also exists hybrid models which collectively factorize the user-item interaction matrix and trust matrix \[[@CR4]\]. Recently, researchers also designed more advanced neural models for social recommendation and showed state-of-the-art performance \[[@CR1], [@CR2], [@CR18]\]. E.g., \[[@CR1]\] models both aspect-level and friend-level differences for social recommendation by attention mechanism and memory network. Although the above models are effective, we argue that they have three common limitations: Firstly, they typically incorporate all social relations into user preference modeling, ignoring the fact that users may have totally opposite tastes on specific items. Secondly, they often learn a single vectorized representation for each user, which is insufficient to reveal user's complex interests to both items and friends. Finally, none of them have fully considered the neighborhood information in both domains.Fig. 1.The two kinds of relation vectors.

In this paper, we focus on implicit feedback and propose a dual metric learning framework to handle the above issues. As users involve in two heterogeneous graphs, we model the user-item interactions and social relations simultaneously instead of directly incorporating social information into user embeddings. Specifically, as shown in Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"}, we propose to model the two kinds of relations as interaction vector (e.g., $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varvec{s}_{12}$$\end{document}$) respectively. Then in the metric space, each user can be regarded as being translated to both mulitple item-aware points by the interaction vectors or to multiple social-aware points by the social vectors, which results in a much finer-grained model. In addition, from the perspective of CF, each user-item pair can be seen as being related by their respective neighboring items and users. Analogously, two users in the social domain are also connected by their neighboring friends. Therefore, we model the two kinds of relation vectors by neighborhood interactions, in which neighborhood-based representations in the two domains are generated by two carefully designed dual GATs \[[@CR16]\]. Then they are fed into two corresponding MLPs to model the complex interactions between two neighborhoods as relation vectors. Finally, the two relation modeling parts are incorporated into a joint model to mutually enhance each other.

Our main contributions are summarized as followings:We propose a novel social recommendation model RML-DGATs which considers utilizing social information by simultaneously modeling the user-item interactions and social relations under a dual metric learning framework.Relations in two domains are modeled as relation vectors to translate each user to both multiple item-aware and social-aware representations. We model the two kinds of relation vectors by two carefully designed dual GATs, which could fully encode the neighborhood information in an explicit manner.Under extensive experiments conducted on two real-world datasets, our model consistently outperforms state-of-the-art baselines on three metrics for top-N recommendation tasks, especially in the cold-start scenarios.

Related Work {#Sec2}
============

Top-N recommendation with implicit feedback has attracted more and more research interest due to its good applicability in practice \[[@CR10]\]. However, traditional MF approaches are incapable of handling such a scenario for the absence of negative feedback. To address this issue, \[[@CR14]\] first proposed a pairwise ranking assumption tailored for implicit feedback which states that user tend to rank items she consumed over those unobserved, then it optimizes MF with BPR-OPT criterion. \[[@CR5]\] further extends MF to a neural architecture to model the implicit feedback as complex nonlinear user-item interactions. Recently, \[[@CR7]\] argues that inner product used in most previous methods violates the import triangle inequality property and adopts the Euclidean distance as the relation modeling metric.

To alleviate the data sparsity and cold-start issues, many efforts has been devoted to incorporate social relations for better recommendation. These studies could be broadly categorized into two groups: MF-based and DNN-based. MF-based methods typically take social information as an ensemble term or a regularization. \[[@CR22]\] extends BPR with the assumption that users tend to rank items consumed by their friends over those unobserved. \[[@CR4]\] collectively factorizes the rating matrix and trust matrix to share the same user latent vectors. However, the above MF-based methods could only capture linear information encoded in social network, so several recent studies proposed to learn more complex features using deep neural networks \[[@CR1], [@CR2], [@CR18]\]. Authors in \[[@CR2]\] designed a NSCR model based on NCF \[[@CR5]\] to model the social relations as a graph regularization. To learn non-linear features of each user from social relations, \[[@CR18]\] presented a deep model which substitutes the user latent modelling part of PMF with DNN. A newly proposed method SAMN \[[@CR1]\] leveraged attention-based memory network to model both aspect-level and friend-level differences for social recommendation.Fig. 2.The proposed RML-DGATs model.

The Proposed Model {#Sec3}
==================

In this section, we introduce the proposed RML-DGATs model and the overall architecture is shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}. We start with formulating the social recommendation problem concerned in this paper and then elaborate the three main components of the model: the ID Embedding part, the Relation Modeling part and the Joint Learning part.

Problem Formulation {#Sec4}
-------------------
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                \begin{document}$$G=(U \cup I, Y)$$\end{document}$ be the user-item interaction graph, where *U* is the user set with *n* users and *I* is the item set with *m* items. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Y \in R^{n \times m}$$\end{document}$ is the user-item interaction matrix with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Y_{ui}=1$$\end{document}$ if user *u* has interacted with item *i*, otherwise $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Y_{ui}=0$$\end{document}$. As social connections can be unilateral (e.g., followings on Twitter) or bilateral (e.g., friendships on Facebook), we describe the social network as a directed graph $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$S=(U, T)$$\end{document}$. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T \in R^{n \times n}$$\end{document}$ represents the social relations between users which satisfies $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T_{uv}=1$$\end{document}$ if user *v* is in user *u*'s trust list. Note that we term u as the truster and v as the trustee in $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$T_{uv}$$\end{document}$. Then, the social recommendation problem can be described as:

***Social Recommendation.*** Given an user-item interaction graph *G* and a social network *S*, the social recommendation aims to learn a mapping function *f* to predict users' preferences to items as: $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat{R}_{ui}=f(G,S)$$\end{document}$, where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\hat{R}_{ui} \in R^{n \times m}$$\end{document}$ is the predicted preference scores.

ID Embedding Part {#Sec5}
-----------------
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                \begin{document}$$P \in R^{n \times d}$$\end{document}$ and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$Q \in R^{m \times d}$$\end{document}$ denote the low-dimensional embedding matrices of users and items, with *d* represents the dimension size of latent vectors. Given an user *u*, one of her interacted item *i* and an user *v* in her trust list, the ID Embedding part takes one-hot representation of triplet (*u*, *i*, *v*) as input and performs indexing operations from *P* and *Q* according to their one-hot IDs. Then it outputs the corresponding latent vectors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_{v}$$\end{document}$ for *u*, *i* and *v*, respectively. Note that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_{u}$$\end{document}$ could be regarded as the shared essential preference between the item and social domains.

Relation Modeling Part {#Sec6}
----------------------

The Relation Modeling part aims to model the user-item interaction relations and user-user social relations simultaneously. Next we will detail the user-item interaction modeling and social modeling respectively.

**Interaction Modeling.** In the user-item interaction graph, the items user has interacted form its neighborhood and they can reflect her preferences to some extent. Analogously, item's neighbors are the users who interacted with it and its attributes could be revealed by these users. We propose a dual GATs which consists of an user-level GAT and an item-level GAT to aggregate item's or user's neighborhood information.

*User-Level GAT.* Let *N*(*i*) be the set of users who have interacted with item *i*. The user-level GAT aggregates latent vectors of item *i* and users in *N*(*i*) attentively and then outputs the neighborhood-based item representation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$q_{i}^{N}$$\end{document}$. We define the aggregation function as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} q_{i}^{N}=\sigma {(W\cdot \sum _{j \in {N(i) \cup i}}{\alpha _{ij}h_{ij}})} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$h_{ij}=p_{j}$$\end{document}$ for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$j \in N(i)$$\end{document}$. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha _{ij}$$\end{document}$ is the attention weight and we parameterize it with a two-layer neural network as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \alpha _{ij}=Softmax(h^{T} \cdot \sigma {(W' \cdot [q_{i}, h_{ij}]+b)}) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\sigma $$\end{document}$ is the nonlinear activation function and \[, \] denotes the concatenation operation. In addition, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varTheta _{1}=[W,W',h,b]$$\end{document}$ are the model parameters of the user-level GAT, in which *W* is the weight matrix for the GAT layer and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$W'$$\end{document}$, *h*, *b* are the weights and bias for the attention network. Note that we also tried other forms of attention networks such as simple inner product or inner product with nonlinear activation, but we empirically found that *Eq.* ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}) performs best.

*Item-Level GAT.* Latent vectors of user *u* and its neighboring items in *C*(*u*), namely the set of items u has interacted, are aggregated to generate the neighborhood-based user representation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_{u}^N$$\end{document}$ in item domain. Analogously, we define the aggregation function as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} t_{u}^{N}&=\sigma {(W\cdot \sum _{j \in {C(u) \cup u}}{\beta _{uj}h_{uj}})} \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$ $$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \beta _{uj}&=Softmax(h^{T} \cdot \sigma {(W' \cdot [p_{u}, h_{uj}]+b)}) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$j \in C(u)$$\end{document}$.

Then a MLP which takes the two representations as input is designed to model the complex interactions between the two neighborhoods as the *interaction vector* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$r_{I}$$\end{document}$. Formally, we empirically design a two-layer tower structure as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} r_{I}=\sigma (W_{2} \cdot \sigma (W_{1} \cdot [q_{i}^N, t_{u}^N]+b_{1})+b_{2}) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$b_{2}$$\end{document}$ are the weights and biases of the MLP and we denote them as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varTheta _{2}=[W_{1},W_{2},b_{1},b_{2}]$$\end{document}$.

**Social Modeling.** The social relation between two users can be seemed as related by their respective neighborhoods including themselves. Given user *u* and user *v* in her trust list, we propose another dual GATs which consists of two friend-level GATs to aggregate user's neighboring friends into neighborhood-based user representation.

*Friend-Level GAT.* For user *u*, the latent vectors of *u* and users in her trust list denoted as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$v \in N(u)$$\end{document}$ are aggregated into the neighborhood-based user representation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s_{u}^N$$\end{document}$ in social domain. We define the aggregation function as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} \mu _{uj}&=Softmax(h^{T} \cdot \sigma {(W' \cdot [p_{u}, h_{uj}]+b)}) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$For user *v*, her neighborhood-based representation $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_{v}^N$$\end{document}$ is generated by the same friend-level GAT and we only need to replace $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p_{v}^N$$\end{document}$ into a two-layer MLP as:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\begin{aligned} r_{S}=\sigma (W_{2} \cdot \sigma (W_{1} \cdot [s_{u}^N, p_{v}^N]+b_{1})+b_{2}) \end{aligned}$$\end{document}$$Note that we use the same parameters $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\varTheta _{2}=[W_{1},W_{2},b_{1},b_{2}]$$\end{document}$ for the two MLPs, as we empirically found that it works the best. The rationale behind maybe that users and items share similar neighborhood structures and unifying them to train the same parameters booms the training process and reduce the risk of overfitting. In addition, as the number of users' or items' neighbors vary greatly, traversing all of them is time consuming and also may introduce too much noise. Therefore, we set a threshold *K* and for those nodes with more than *K* neighbors, we randomly sample *K* of them to aggregate their features.

Joint Learning Part {#Sec7}
-------------------

**Scoring Functions.** Since we consider the user-item interactions and social relations individually, we define the following two scoring functions to evaluate the qualities of interaction vector and social vector learned by the Relation Modeling part:$$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$s_{2}$$\end{document}$ are, the higher preference user *u* will show to item *i* and the more user *u* will trust user *v*.
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**Regularizations.** Motivated by \[[@CR13]\], we design two kinds of regularizers for our RML-DGATs model. As we translate each user *u* to her interacted item *i* (or user *v* in her trust list) by the interaction vector $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Experiments {#Sec8}
===========

In this section, we conduct experiments on two real-world datasets to evaluate the proposed RML-DGATs model. We first elaborate the experimental settings and then show the overall performance comparison, followed by detailed parameters analysis and cold-start testing. Finally, ablation studies are conducted to further evaluate different parts of the proposed model.

Experimental Settings {#Sec9}
---------------------

**Datasets.** In our experiments, we used two publicly accessible datasets: Ciao[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} and Epinions[2](#Fn2){ref-type="fn"}, to evaluate the performance of the proposed model. They both contain user-item ratings information which scale from 1 to 5 and social relations. As done in many previous works \[[@CR5], [@CR6]\], we transformed the observed ratings to 1 indicating the interactions between corresponding user-item pairs, and all the unobserved ratings to 0. Then we filtered out users whose rating records or number of social relations are less than 2, and also removed items rated by less than 2 users. The statistics of the preprocessed datasets are summarized in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, where \#Links denotes the number of social relations, \#R_density and \#S_density denote the density of interactions and social relations respectively.

**Baselines.** We compared our proposed RML-DGATs model with following eight baselines:BPR \[[@CR14]\]: A widely used pairwise ranking model tailored for implicit feedback recommendation and it optimizes MF with BPR optimization criterion.FISM \[[@CR9]\]: An item-based CF model which generates user's embedding by the items she consumed and learn the item similarity matrix by a low-rank assumption.NeuMF \[[@CR5]\]: A recently proposed DNN-based model which integrates MF and MLP into a unified model and achieves the state-of-the-art performance.CML \[[@CR7]\]: By learning a joint metric space which satisfies the triangle inequality, this model can capture users' finer-grained preferences and show strong performance.LRML \[[@CR15]\]: It also adopts the idea of translating users to items by translation vectors, while it relies on memory network to learn the relation vectors.SBPR \[[@CR22]\]: It assumes that users tend to prefer items consumed by her friends than those unobserved and extends the preferences order in BPR to get a finer-grained model.CUNE-BPR \[[@CR21]\]: It extracts latent semantic friends using random walks and graph embedding and then incorporates them into BPR for ranking task.SAMN \[[@CR1]\]: A newly proposed DNN-based social recommender which leverages attention-based memory network to model both aspect-level and friend-level differences.

These baselines could be categorized into three groups: the first three belong to CF methods, the subsequent two are built on metric learning and the remainings are social-aware models.

**Evaluation Protocols.** We adopt the widely used leave-one-out evaluation protocol to evaluate the above methods \[[@CR9]\]. Specifically, for each user, we keep her latest two consumed items for validation and testing and the remaining items for training. In line with many previous studies \[[@CR5], [@CR15]\], we randomly sample 999 negative items that the user didn't interact with along with the last interacted one for testing, as it's too time consuming to rank all unobserved items. In addition, we use three widely used ranking-based metrics HR, MRR and NDCG to measure the recommendation quality \[[@CR20]\]. Then we repeated each experiment 5 times and report the average performance.

**Parameter Settings.** We initialized all the baselines by the parameters declared in the original papers and carefully tuned them to achieve the optimal NDCG\@10 on the validation set. Note that we also pretrained the NeuMF model with MF and MLP as the authors did in \[[@CR5]\]. For our model, we empirically set the learning rate to 0.001, $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Overall Performances {#Sec10}
--------------------

The recommendation performances of different methods are shown in Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}. We can make the following observations from the table:Our proposed model RML-DGATs consistently outperforms all the baselines in all cases, including the two state-of-the-art neural methods NeuMF and SAMN and also the competitive metric learning model LRML. The improvements could be attributed to the finer-grained modeling of each user and the two carefully designed dual GATs in neighborhood interactions.Methods incorporating social information generally perform better than those utilizing only user-item interactions in most cases. For example, social recommender CUNE-BPR is superior to non-social models like BPR, FISM and CML. In addition, all with neural architectures, SAMN and our model significantly outperform NeuMF and LRML.LRML consistently show superior performances to all other non-social methods as it also adopts the idea of translating users to multiple item-aware representations. However, we empirically found that it underperforms our model when both considering only user-item interactions. This further demonstrates the effectiveness of our model in modeling the relation vectors by neighborhood interactions. Fig. 3.Impacts of different parameters. Fig. 4.Performances on user groups with different levels of sparsity.

Parameters Analysis and Cold-Start Testing {#Sec11}
------------------------------------------

**Parameters Analysis.** We also conduct experiments to investigate the impacts of the number of sampled neighbors *K*, the joint learning weight $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau $$\end{document}$ on the two datasets. The results on NDCG\@10 are shown in Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, from which we have the following findings:Performances on the two datasets both boost quickly first and then decrease when K varies from 5 to 100. This is reasonable since when neighbors are not enough, the larger *K* is, the more beneficial information will be incorporated. However, once *K* exceeds a certain value, the performance will be harmed by the noise introduced by neighbors.With the increase of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$, performance on the two datasets also improve first and then decrease. Furthermore, the optimal results on the two dataset are both achieved when $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\gamma $$\end{document}$ is relatively small (0.1 and 0.2 respectively). It conforms to the reality since the interaction modeling part in item domain dominates the recommendation task.The margin value $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau $$\end{document}$, users and items would be squeezed tightly in the Euclidean space and results in the geometrical restriction issue as CML \[[@CR16]\]. However, if $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\tau $$\end{document}$ exceeds certain value, the similarities among users and items may not retain as they need to meet the distance requirements first.**Cold-Start Testing.** In order to validate whether our proposed RML-DGATs model could mitigate the cold-start issue, we conduct experiments on different sparsity levels of user groups. Firstly, similar to \[[@CR21]\], users are categorized into four groups according to the number of interacted items they have in the training set (i.e. \<6, 6--20, 21--35, \>35) and we term users in the first group as cold-start users. Then we take LRML as a baseline for its competitive performance as a non-social model. Results of the two methods on the two datasets w.r.t. NDCG\@10 are shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} (Results on HR\@10 show similar trends). Compared with LRML, RML-DGATs achieves much better performance in all cases. Generally speaking, the sparser the training instances are, the more improvement will it obtain. For example, the relative improvements of our model on the four user groups are 6.32%, 4.15%, 3.76% and 2.43% respectively on Ciao. The rationale behind is that social information could work as the complement to user-item interactions and provide evidence to users' preferences. For users in the cold-start group which lack sufficient interactions, they will ask for more social relations to make up for the deficiency. In addition, Epinions achieves 3.71% of relative improvement in cold-start scenario, which is obviously smaller than on Ciao, this could be attributed to that interactions and social relations in Epinions are both much sparser than Ciao.Fig. 5.Performances on different variants.

Ablation Study {#Sec12}
--------------

The proposed RML-DGATs leverages two different relation vectors to model the complex relations between user-item in item domain and user-user in social domain. To investigate the effectiveness of the two dual GATs and the metric learning component, we compare our model with the following four variants:RML-Avg: This variant replaces the two dual GATs with mean operations, namely averaging neighbors' latent factors to obtain the corresponding neighborhood-based representations.RML-IGATs: The dual GATs in social domain are eliminated and mean aggregations are imposed.RML-SGATs: This variant is similar to RML-IGATs except that we remove the dual GATs in item domain instead.DGATs: It regards the inner product of two neighborhood-based representations in specific domain as the relation score and incorporates it into the log loss as NeuMF \[[@CR15]\].

We report the results of all variants and the proposed model on two datasets w.r.t. HR\@10 and NDCG\@10 in Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}. As shown in this figure, RML-IGATs and RML-SGATs both show better performances than RML-Avg, which demonstrates the importance of discriminating the contributions of different neighbors when aggregating their features. In addition, RML-SGATs performs better than RML-IGATs on the two metrics. The rationale behind may be that social connections does not necessary guarantee similar preferences while user's consumed items typically conform to her tastes. Therefore, considering the different contributions of social neighbors will bring more benefits. Furthermore, although all with two dual GATs, DGATs performs poorly than both RML-IGATs and RML-SGATs. This is not surprising since DGATs ignores the constructions of two relation vectors which could translate each user to both multiple item-aware and social-aware representations. Finally, our RML-DGATs consistently and significantly outperforms all the variants, which further verifies the effectiveness of the two carefully designed dual GATs in aggregating neighborhood information and also the metric learning framework for finer-grained user and item modeling.

Conclusions {#Sec13}
===========

In this paper, we propose a metric learning-based model named RML-DGATs for social recommendation. Specifically, user-item interaction and social relation in corresponding domains are modeled as interaction vector and social vector respectively. Then we model the two relation vectors by neighborhood interactions with two carefully designed dual GATs to fully encode the neighborhood information. Finally, the two domains are jointly trained to mutually enhance each other. Extensive experiments on two real-world datasets demonstrate the superiority of our model, especially in the cold-start scenarios. In the future, we are interested in exploring the dynamic diffusion of user's interests in social network.
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